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Hottest New Cheap UGG Boots Exclusively at www.sell-ugg-boots.com

Continuing the tradition of comfort and style, the Bailey Button is a new half-calf design with twin-face
sheepskin and an oversized UGG logo button.

Nov. 13, 2009 - PRLog -- Once every now and then, up waltzes a fashion statement with a past, in this case
the Ugg Style Boot. Literally coined from the word ugly (ugh!) the Ugg style boot refers to an Australian
sheepskin boot. UGG is now however, the trademark of the boots made by the U.S company UGG
Australia. The Ugg style boot, is therefore, marketed by Australian manufacturers as Australian sheepskin
boots. These boots were originally worn by World War I Pilots and by Australian farmers in the 1930’s to
keep their feet warm in winter. Now though the ultra cool Ugg style boot cushions many a celebrities feet.
www.sell-ugg-boots.com, the world's largest specialty retailer of comfort footwear, enhances its ultimate
UGG shop with an exclusive on the latest style from UGG Australia, the Bailey Button in rich, soft bomber
brown. 
"We are always trying to deliver unique new items to our customers and the UGG Classic Bailey Button in
bomber brown is one of the most exciting new styles only available at www.sell-ugg-boots.com," said
Samdy Chen, president of merchandising at www.sell-ugg-boots.com. "Our increasing assortment of
exclusive products combined with our selection of the best comfort styles makes our stores the destination
for UGG boots and the world's premium comfort footwear brands." 
Continuing the tradition of comfort and style, the Bailey Button is a new half-calf design with twin-face
sheepskin and an oversized UGG logo button. The boot offers a soft foam insole with genuine sheepskin
and a molded EVA light and flexible outsole designed for amazing comfort with every step. A versatile
boot, the Bailey Button can be worn either up or cuffed down making it a fashionable addition to any UGG
lover. 
The Bailey Button is the newest addition to The Walking Company's huge assortment of UGG Australia
products that includes every style and every color of boots and slippers for the new season. 
The Ugg style boot is as comfortable as any shoe or boot could possibly be and trendy to boot! To buy this
visit http://www.sell-ugg-boots.com/  It doesn’t take a lot to maintain an Ugg style boot if simple rules are
followed. Never put an Ugg style boot in the washing machine. It only has to be hand washed and that too
only in cold water as hot water can damage the shoe. An Ugg style boot should never be dried in the dryer
or under direct sunlight. The ideal way to dry is to keep the boots in a well-ventilated place to dry naturally.
Plz visit http://www.sell-ugg-boots.com/ for more information.
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